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$8.5 million reasons why State GOP wants to expand school vouchers, financial filings at
Walker run Republican Governors Association, and more...

  

  

MADISON - While almost all the press coverage on the state budget lately has been about the
petty bickering among GOP leaders over transportation, there’s been little attention paid to a
relatively united GOP effort to greatly expand school vouchers. We show the money behind this
push here.

$8.5M reasons Wisconsin GOP wants to expand school vouchers

 In other news, our research staff has been pouring over recent financial filings of special
interest electioneering groups. One such group is the Republican Governors Association, now
headed by none other than Scott Walker. That may be why some wealthy Wisconsinites
decided to fork it over, as we note here:

10 Wisconsin donors give outside electioneering group $1M+

 You know why I don’t get depressed by all this big money being tossed around, even when we
see it up close and personal every day here?

 Because I also see an amazing grassroots movement  to do something about this. I bet you
didn’t know that Wisconsin is second only to Massachusetts in the number of communities that
have voted, by overwhelming margins, that they want to amend the U.S. Constitution to
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proclaim, once and for all, that corporations aren’t persons and money isn’t speech. It’s been
voted on in in 112 communities, and it's passed every single time!

 In Door County alone, seven communities have climbed on board just in the last six months, as
you’ll see here:

Door County pushes amendment to overturn Citizens United

 This is one of the most under-reported stories in the state. You heard it here first!

 I hope you’re having a nice summer.

 Best,

 Matt Rothschild
 Executive Director
rothschild@wisdc.org

 P.S. Please support our urgent work with a tax-deductible gift by clicking  here  or making and
mailing a check to the Wisconsin Democracy Campaign.
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